ANAM is an exciting, two-day celebration of music, poetry, drama, film and workshops hosted by DCU and showcasing North Dublin culture and creativity. Curated and produced by South Wind Blows (the team behind Other Voices), ANAM will bring together talented students and staff from DCU and leading Irish artists, musicians and writers from the North Dublin region. ANAM will take place across DCU’s three campuses, the Glasnevin Campus, the St Patrick’s Campus and the All Hallows Campus, and will mark the first steps in DCU’s plans to play a central role in developing a North Dublin Cultural Quarter.

For further information and tickets: www.dcu.ie/anam

What is ANAM?

ANAM is a series of events that bring together talented students and staff from DCU and leading Irish artists, musicians and writers from the North Dublin region. ANAM will take place across DCU’s three campuses, the Glasnevin Campus, the St Patrick’s Campus and the All Hallows Campus, and will mark the first steps in DCU’s plans to play a central role in developing a North Dublin Cultural Quarter.

How to Book

Online registration is via EventBrite. You will need to register for each event separately (maximum of two tickets per person for free events). Alternatively, from Tuesday, 1 April, you can register in person at one of DCU Students’ Union offices at DCU Glasnevin Campus and DCU St Patrick’s Campus, where the ANAM registration desk will be available Monday–Thursday 10.00am–4.00pm and on Friday 10.00am–2.30pm. Tickets for Other Voices Presents Anam at the Helix (Wednesday, 11 April, 8pm) cost €10 and can be purchased online, or in person, at the Helix box office.

How to Book

Contact Us

For any further information about ANAM please contact us via our email address: anam@dcu.ie

RTÉ Brainstorm: Technology as Human Connection?

Human after all?

A conversation between DCU’s Dr Gary Sinclair and RTÉ Brainstorm editor, Jim Carroll, about the human touch in technology and innovation.

Featuring / — Jim Carroll
— Dr Gary Sinclair

(Complimentary light breakfast will be provided)

Sound of Surprise

An early evening performance led by Faculty Artists of the DCU BA in Jazz & Contemporary Music Performance programme, featuring Alaska and The Tommy halfway Trio.

Featuring / — Tommy Halfway Trio
— Alaska (Quartet)

Diffusion Lab Masterclass: Do It Yourself

Diffusion Lab will take you through every stage of their process, from music video production, graphic design, artist management, distribution and more, with a surprise Diffusion Artist guest.

Featuring / — Diffusion Lab team:
— Chris Ridley
— Iain Kilcka
— Nathan Caregon
— Joined by a Diffusion Artist

Jazz and Contemporary Music Lunchtime Series

A lunchtime performance by the student Jazz Choir from the School of Theology, Philosophy, and Music.

Featuring / — Jazz Choir (students)

Tairseach: Threshold

Dublin hosts some of Ireland’s greatest musicians and singers, and they come together in Threshold, the programme will explore the relationship between words and music through the performance of poetry, prose and song, by Marina Carr, Róisín Bánna, Síle Denvir among others.

Featuring / — Marina Carr & Lian Bell
— Marina Carr & Lian Bell
— Liam O’Connor
— The Tommy halfway Trio.

The Heart of The Rowl

Dublin hosts some of Ireland’s greatest musicians and singers, and they come together in Threshold, the programme will explore the relationship between words and music through the performance of poetry, prose and song, by Marina Carr, Róisín Bánna, Síle Denvir among others.
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